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The study of the discipline “Ukrainian Language (in professional fi eld)” provides to 

refresher and study a lot of rules of Ukrainian orthography and grammar and requires 
some volume of time and efforts. To facilitate the process of the rules learning and to 
work out the skills of their practical application  is the main task of our work. The ob-
ject of our investigation is the using of mnemonics in study of the discipline “Ukrainian 
Language (in professional fi eld)”. The task of our work is the study of technologies of 
keeping in mind and elaboration and systematization of mnemonic exercises to master 
the rules of Ukrainian orthography and grammar in compliance with the materials of 
above mentioned course.

In our work we learn on investigation of I.D. Ladanov “Memory training” and I.Yu. 
Matyugin “Alchemy of memory”.

As of channel of information perception we can divide all individuals into following 
ways: persons with visual perception, persons with audio perception and kinesthetic 
persons. Persons with visual perception apprehend better the visual image; persons 
with audio perception learn the rules by audition and persons with kinesthetic percep-
tion learn the world “by touch”. They need to create the personal visual  image and 
to note for memory. The acronyms are suitable for persons with audio perception; the 
schematic illustrations, named also as mental cards, are suitable for persons with visual 
and kinesthetic perception. But the illustration, proposed by us, are not classic mental 
cards. In our work we have a complex of exercises for persons with different type of 
information perception. Some of them are known at the secondary school and the oth-
ers are elaborated individually by us and are presented for the fi rst time.

So, in compliance with the type of channel which prevails over information percep-
tion (visual audio, kinesthetic) in learning of the rules of Ukrainian orthography and 
grammar one must choose the different versions of mnemonic exercises to help to re-
tain a great volume of information in the memory and to facilitate the life of a modern 
student.




